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In our previous works on molecular dynamics~MD! simulations of lithium metasilicate (Li2SiO3), it has
been shown that the long time behavior of the lithium ions in Li2SiO3 has been characterized by the component
showing the enhanced diffusion~Lévy flight! due to cooperative jumps. It has also been confirmed that the
contribution of such component decreases by interception of the paths in the mixed alkali silicate (LiKSiO3).
Namely, cooperative jumps of like ions are much decreased in number owing to the interception of the path for
unlike alkali-metal ions. In the present work, we have performed a Monte Carlo simulation using a cubic lattice
in order to establish the role of the cooperative jumps in the transport properties in a mixed alkali glass. Fixed
particles~blockage! were introduced instead of the interception of the jump paths for unlike alkali-metal ions.
Two types of cooperative motions~a pull type and a push type! were taken into account. Low-dimensionality
of the jump path caused by blockage resulted in a decrease of a diffusion coefficient of the particles. The effect
of blockage is enhanced when the cooperative motions were introduced.

PACS number~s!: 02.60.2x, 66.10.Ed, 66.30.2h
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I. INTRODUCTION

In alkali silicate glasses, transport coefficients, such
self-diffusion coefficients, markedly fall when a sing
alkali-metal ion is mixed with other alkali-metal ions; th
phenomenon is referred to as the ‘‘mixed alkali effec
@1–3#. In our previous work, a large decrease of me
squared displacements by such mixing of alkali metal io
has been reproduced@4# in the simulation of LiKSiO3 glass,
where the interception of the jump path among the unl
alkali-metal ion sites has been shown to occur at leas
several hundreds ps region at 700 K. Examination of
potential energy surface reveals that a smaller alkali-m
ion becomes unstable if it enters the site previously occup
by a larger alkali-metal ion and vice versa@4–6#. The jump
paths and motions of alkali-metal ions has been charac
ized by an analysis of fractal dimension. In simulations~up
to the 1 ns region! for Li2SiO3, we have confirmed that th
dynamics of Li ions have divided into slow and fast dyna
ics. Fast dynamics of the lithium ion has been characteri
as Lévy flight @7,8#, since the power law distribution of dis
placement of particles has been observed~distribution of
characteristic scale for the jump motions!. Cooperative jump
motion is the main mechanism to determine the long ti
dynamics of the pure alkali silicate system@8,9#. On the
other hand, single jumps cannot contribute to the long ti
diffusive motion because of large back-correlation proba
ity due to local low-dimensional structure of the jump path
A change in cooperative motion by mixing is suggested as
origin of the extraordinary large mixed alkali effect (4;5
orders of magnitude! @6,10#. However, quantitative asses
ment of the effect is still insufficient. Therefore, it is impo
tant to learn much detail about the role of the coopera
jumps in the mixed alkali effect. Determination of absolu
value of the diffusion coefficients from molecular dynami
~MD! data is quite difficult because it requires a long sim
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~6!/8790~4!/$15.00
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lation time due to the time dependent character of the m
squared displacement and discontinuity of jump motio
@8,11–13#, and interconversion of fast dynamics and slo
dynamics also cause large fluctuations of the mean squ
displacement in the glassy state@14#. In the present work,
Monte Carlo~MC! simulation has been used to examine ho
interception of the jump path affects the cooperative ju
motions in some simplified cases.

II. METHOD: MC SIMULATION

MC simulations were performed at 300 K using a cub
lattice of 10310310 with a periodic boundary condition
Lennard-Jones particles~argonlike! were used instead o
alkali-metal ions. A distance between neighboring sites is
to be 3.9 Å. In each elementary step of the simulation
particle 1 was chosen randomly and a direction was a
chosen randomly, to which the ion attempts to jump. In
simulation without cooperative jumps, the jump was rejec
if the neighboring site was occupied by another particle~or
by the fixed particles mentioned later!. If the neighboring site
was vacant, the jump probability was determined by the M
tropolis method. In the simulation with the cooperati
jumps of pull type, the trial was rejected if the second site
the forward direction of particle 1 was occupied. When t
second neighboring site was vacant, the second neighbo
site in the opposite side was checked. If the site was oc
pied by another mobile particle 2, both 1 and 2 particles c
try to move simultaneously. For the cooperative jumps
push type, the first neighboring site of particle 1 in the fo
ward direction was checked. If the site was occupied by
other mobile particle 28, the second neighboring site in th
same direction was checked. When the site was occupie
fixed or mobile particle, the trial was rejected. If the fir
neighboring site was occupied by mobile particle 28 and the
second neighboring site was vacant, both 1 and 28 particles
8790 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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could try to move simultaneously.~In the present simulation
pull type motion occurs taking precedence over the sin
jumps. This rule was introduced only for simplicity of th
simulation and is not necessarily realistic. The ratio of sin
jumps to cooperative jumps should depend on the activa
energy of these jumps. However, in the present MC simu
tions, we neglect the distribution of activation energies.!

The probability of the success of the cooperative ju
was also determined by the Metropolis method. That is
depends on the total potential energy of the system at
next step. A decrease in fractal dimension of the path w
introduced by fixed particles. In some cases, the position
selected particles were fixed during simulation time. Af
each trial, the timet was incremented byt0 /N, whereN is
the number of the mobile ions. The elementary step w
repeated again and again until thermal equilibrium w
reached. The acceptance ratio of the Metropolis method,Ac ,
the number’s ratio of the successful jumps to jump trials,Ps ,
were calculated. The trials were continued in order to cal
late the mean squared displacement until the number of
successful jumps (Ns) becomes 10 000N. Although the value
Ps becomes smaller when the number of total particles
comes larger, the error range of theD value was kept almos
the same by this procedure. Five cases were examined
compared with each other:

~i! Only single jumps were allowed (S).
~ii ! Pull type of cooperative motion was allowed in add

tion to single jumps~Pull1S).
~iii ! Push type of cooperative motion was allowed in a

dition to single jumps~Push1S).
~iv! Both pull and push type of cooperative motions we

allowed. Single jumps were not allowed~Pull1Push!.
~v! Both pull and push type cooperative motions we

allowed in addition to single jumps~Pull1Push1S).

In Fig. 1, mean squared displacements~MSDs! of two
cases were shown as examples. In the present work, app
diffusion coefficients,D, were calculated from the slopes
the Ns56000;8000N region of MSD andPs values. The
MSDs tend to show a time dependent character in so
cases. Such characters~especially for cases with cooperativ
motion! will be discussed in the future. The values we
normalized by usingD0 ~for single jumps ofN5250 par-
ticles without blockage!, since the back correlation probabi
ity in this case is almost 1/6 and is quite similar to the ca
for the free particle motion. That is,D0; limc→0D(c).

FIG. 1. MSD for the casess ~Pull1S) (N5700,NB5250) and
d (S) (N5250, NB50).
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Our previous molecular dynamics~MD! studies based on
the visualization and the fractal dimension analysis of
path in the mixed alkali-metal (LiKSiO3) glass revealed the
following features@8–10#:

1. Each kind of alkali-metal ion clearly shows an indepe
dent path at least in the time scale of several tens to hund
ps, which indicates the interception of the mutual jum
paths.

2. Contribution of the cooperative jumps to the squar
displacements decreases by mixing. The bulk velocity au
correlation function is affected by mixing more significant
than the tracer function is.

3. Back-correlation of the jump motion becomes larger
the mixed alkali system. That is, each particle has local m
bility.

Thus, the large decrease in dynamics in the mixed alk
metal system is mainly caused by the mutual interception
the jump paths of unlike ions. This resulted in the decreas
forward-correlated jumps with the cooperative jump motio
which is the main mechanism of the conduction and/or d
fusion in pure systems. In the mixed alkali system, the co
ponent showing accelerated diffusion was confirmed to
nearly absent in the MD simulation up to 1 ns at 700 K@11#.

This result is quite different from that in the ‘‘dynami
structure model’’@15,16#, which has been proposed to e
plain the ‘‘mixed alkali effect,’’ where the unlike ion can
enter the pathway and dynamically interfere the jump of
respective ions. Therefore, we neglected the change of
pathway during the simulation time in the present work,
though such motion is observed in a longer time scale@12#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Diffusion Coefficients for fixed density „N¿NBÄ950… cases

In Fig. 2, D8 values for the systems containingN1NB
5950 particles are shown, whereX5N/(N1NB). The fixed
particle play a role for the blockage by unlike alkali-met
ions in the mixed alkali case.D8 ~whereD85D/D0X) was
used rather thanD itself in this section. The factorX can be
considered as a correction of time required for activation
jump motion, since in a real mixed alkali glass, unlike alk
ions also move in the independent paths. The order ofD8 at
X51 (N1NB5950) was as follows. Note that the vertic
axis is in log scale:

FIG. 2. D8 values for the mobile particles are plotted again
X5N/(N1NB) for the caseN1NB5950, where the mobile par
ticle and block particle play roles of two kinds of alkali-metal ion
in the mixed alkali effect. Types of jumps allowed areL (S), h

~Pull1S), n ~Push1S), s ~Pull1Push!, andd ~Pull1Push1S).
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D8~Pull1Push1S!;D8~Pull1Push!.D8~Push1S!

.D8~Pull1S!.D8~S!. ~1!

The order clearly means that the diffusion is accelera
by the existence of cooperative motions. Significant
creases ofD8 values were observed by mixing with bloc
particles in every case. The blockage effect was enhan
considerably when cooperative motions were allowed
spite of the fact that only two particle motions were bei
taken into account. Thus, the rapid fall in conductivity se
in the dilute foreign alkali-metal region@3# of the mixed
alkali system can be explained by the existence of the co
erative jumps. Namely, a blockage of the path at one site
affect many ions since the cooperative motions were in
cepted. This explanation is in contrast to that in the ‘‘d
namic structure model,’’ where a large limiting slope w
explained by the assumption that an unlike ion can enter
pathway and dynamically interfere with the jump of the r
spective ions.

The behavior of~Pull1S) slightly differed from that of
~Push1S), although the probability of cooperative jumps
pull and push types should be the same. The differenc
due to the fact that the pull type motion is allowed when
single type motion is also possible. On the other hand, sin
jump is impossible when the push type motion is allowe
Namely, the particle intercepted by other particle can
jump without push type motion.

The rapid change ofD8 in the case~Pull1Push! began at
lower concentration of blockage compared with the ot
cases. In this case,D8 values are sensitive to the concentr
tion of block particles.

In Fig. 3,D8 values were plotted against back correlati
probabilities (Pb). As shown in Fig. 3,D8 values decrease
with increasingPb . Namely, D8 is a function of the geo-
metrical correlation factor,f (c). In general,D(c)5D0(1
2c) f (c) and f (c) is directly related withPb . The small
deviation from this relation is due to the changes in an
ceptance ratio (Ac) of the Metropolis method, which de
pends on the character of the potential functions. The ra
for the N1NB5950 cases were found to be between 0
;0.91. In highPb regions,D8 values were fairly smaller
than the expected values, when both types of coopera
motions were considered. In these cases, the systems are
the percolation threshold, since some particles were trap
within a unit cell even afterNs510 000N runs. Namely, a

FIG. 3. D8 values for the mobile particles are plotted again
back correlation probability (Pb) of the particles. Types of jumps
allowed are the same as in Fig. 2
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percolation threshold tends to shift toward to right in Fig.
if cooperative motions exist. This can be explained by
geometrical condition of the jump path, since the crook
path may allow only single jumps. A cooperative jump
effective to increase theD8 values, while the jumps are sen
sitive to blockage. In the MD simulation of Li2SiO3, a
memory of jump direction of Li ions is held and is one of th
characteristics of Le´vy flight dynamics@8#. In each elemen-
tary step of the present MC simulations, a direction o
particle 1, to which the particle attempts to jump was chos
randomly. Therefore, the correlation of the jump directio
of successive jumps in MC simulations were caused only
the geometrical condition of particle positions.

B. Diffusion coefficients in the cases„S… and „Push¿S… with
and without block particles „NBÄ250…

As a typical example of simple cooperative system,D
values of case~Push1S) were compared with those of cas
(S) in this section.

In Fig. 4, Ac values are plotted againstN1NB . In the
present MC simulations, the interaction with the block p
ticle is the same as that with mobile particles. Therefore,
Ac value is a function of total number of particles. The res
is consistent with those in the preceding section, where
acceptant ratio is almost constant for the case of fixed d
sity (N1NB5950). As shown in Fig. 4,Ac values have the
minima at theN1NB5500 region and the values for th
case (S) is slightly larger than the case~Push1S). Observed
D values were modified by theAc values. Except for this,D
values are determined mainly by geometrical correlation f
tors, as already been discussed.

FIG. 5. D/D0 values are plotted againstN. s, (S) without
block; d, (S) with block (NB5250); n, ~Push1S) without block;
s, ~Push1S) with block (NB5250).

t

FIG. 4. Acceptance ratio of the Metropolis method,Ac is plotted
againstN1NB . The types of jumps ares (S) without block; d

(S) with block (NB5250);n ~Push1S) without block;s ~Push1
S) with block (NB5250).
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In Figs. 5 and 6,D values were plotted againstN andN
1NB , respectively. As clearly shown in the figures, the effe
of block particles (NB5250) was larger in the case~Push1
S! than in the case (S). In the lowest concentration, the mo
tion of ~Push1S) was not so much disturbed by the bloc
age.D/D0 values converged to 0 in every case atN1NB
51000 as expected, where all sites were occupied. T
means that a mobility of a particle is suppressed by not o
block particles but also by other mobile particles.D values
for the cases with fixed block particles are larger than t
without fixed block particles in the case of the sameN
1NB values. This means that the addition of the fixed blo
particles decreaseD but such effect is smaller than that o
mobile particles.

In Fig. 7, theD/D0 values are multiplied by the numbe
of mobile particles (N). The value for the single jumps tend
to decrease with increasing density. On the other hand,
curve for the case~Push1S) shows maximum at aboutN
1NB5500. This result can be explained as follows. W
increasing density, the cooperative motion becomes do
nant and is effective to cause high conductivity. Howev
due to high sensitivity of the cooperative motion to the de

FIG. 6. D/D0 values are plotted againstN1NB . Symbols are
the same as in Fig. 5.
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sity, the conductivity rapidly falls at higher density regio
Thus, the existence of the maximum gives us a guiding p
ciple to obtain high conductivity materials.

IV. CONCLUSION

In single jumps,D values decrease moderately by t
blockages. On the other hand, with cooperative moti
blockage effect was larger especially in largerN region. That
is, in dense materials, the cooperative jumps increase thD
value, and the blockage effect becomes remarkable in s
region. Some characteristics of Le´vy flight, such as power
law distribution of numbers of cooperative particles, we
neglected here. However, effects of simple two particle m
tions are large enough to explain the large mixed alkali eff
caused by the interception of the jump paths.
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